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1Introduction 
Isogeometric analysis (IGA) is a novel computational approach recently developed by Hughes 
et al. [1]with the aim of integrating computer aided design (CAD) into structural analysis. It 
uses non uniform rational B-splines (NURBS) for both description of the geometry and 
approximation of thesolution field. NURBS are the most common basis functions in the CAD 
systems. Using CAD basis functions directly in the finite element analysis (FEA), leads to 
eliminate the existing time-consuming data conversion process between CAD systems and 
finite element packages in engineering problems. This is one of the main ideas behind 
developing isogeometric analysis and vastly simplifies mesh refinement of complex industrial 
geometries [1].Although IGA has attracted many research interests and successfully has been 
applied in diverse engineering problems, but it still suffers from a number of drawbackswhich 
require further investigation. One of the key challenges with IGA is the imposition of essential 
boundary conditions; hence, some specific techniques have to be used. As the NURBS basis 
functions in isogeometric analysis,similar to many meshfreebasis functions, are not 
interpolatory; they do not satisfy the kronecker-delta property. Therefore, imposition of 
inhomogeneous essential boundary conditions is not a straightforward task, as it is the case in 
a homogeneous one.To impose the essential boundary conditions in numerical methods with 
non-interpolatory basis function, several strategies have been proposed [2]. Since the 
Lagrange multiplier method [3] has been widely applied in various engineering simulations, it 
is now selected for improving the imposition of essential boundary conditions in IGA. 
 

2 NURBS-based isogeometric analysis 
A 2-D linear elasticity problem with the presence of body forces b  and traction forces t  is 
considered. The strong form equation and the boundary conditions are as follows: 

(1-a) . 0 in   σ b  

(1-b) . on t σ n t  

(1-c) on u u u  

where 0u  and 0u  represent the homogenous and inhomogeneous boundary conditions 
respectively. 
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Implementing the virtual displacement method, the following weak form equation is then 
obtained: 

(2) 0
t

T T Td d d  
  

     ε σ u b u t
 

whereσ  is the stress tensor and ε is the strain tensor. 
In isogeometric approach, the discretization is based on NURBS. Hence, the geometry and 
solution field are approximated as,  
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where ( , ) iR is the NURBS basis function, iP is the coordinate position of the ith control 

point and id is the displacement vector. This yields the element patch stiffness matrix 
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3Imposing essential boundary conditions  
 
It is well worth noting that direct imposition of homogeneous essential boundary conditions to 
the control variables, as discussed in [1], has no difficulty, but imposing inhomogeneous 
essential boundary conditions needs new developments [1]. For this reason, the Lagrange 
multiplier method is employed in this study as a scheme for treatment of essential boundary 
conditions. In this method, using the Lagrange multiplier λ , the essential boundary condition 
(Eq. 1-c) is converted into an integral form: 

(6) ( )
u

T d


  λ u u
 

Therefore, the standard weak form (2) is changed to include two new terms, 

(7) ( ) 0
t u u

T T T T Td d d d d    
    

            ε σ u b u t λ u u u λ
 

To obtain the discretized equation from this weak form, the Lagrange multipliers must be 
discretized. As discussed in [2], among several possibilities for the choice of the interpolation 
space for the Lagrange multiplier, the NURBS and Lagrange shape functions can be chosen. 
In this study, Lagrange multipliers are interpolated on essential boundary using the Lagrange 
shape functions. The Lagrange multipliers are defined at several essential boundary points. An 
appropriate choice for these desired essential boundary points is the Greville abscissas [4], 
defined as, 

(8) 
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 i i pp
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where p is the NURBS order and n  is the number of control points. 
Interpolating the Lagrange multipliers using 1D Lagrange shape functions on physical 
boundary points corresponding to Greville abscissas, leads to 
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where ( )iN u  is the 1D Lagrange basis function and n  is the number of the essential boundary 

points applied for this interpolation. After some mathematical manipulation, the discretized 
form of Eq. (7) can be described as 
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where K and f are stiffness matrix and force vector, respectively, and the nodal matrix Gij  and 

the vector qi   are defined as:  
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where ( , ) jR  is the 2D NURBS basis function, nt  is the number of Gauss integration points,

ku  denotes the position of Gauss point in the parent element obtained using the Gauss 

quadrature rule for integration on a curve boundary and ( , ) k k  is the position of Gauss point 

in the parametric space. 
 

4Numerical example 
Consider the potential problem on a unit square domain. The governing equation and 
boundary conditions are given as follows: 

(13) 
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where s  is the source term. The source term for this problem is given as: 

(14) ( ) sin( )s x y x  

The analytical solution is also obtained as, 

(15) 2( ) ( sin( )) [0,1]  x xu x x y  

Prescribed Dirichlet boundary conditions are calculated from the exact solution and imposed 
on all sides of the square. In this problem, no traction is considered. The initial geometry is 
constructed by tensor product of quadratic NURBS basis functions. As all the weights are 
assumed to be unity for this problem, NURBS degenerates to B-splines. The initial 
parameteric space is given by two knot vectors of the same form: 0,0,0,0.5,1,1,1 . Using h-

refinement strategy, meshes with 16, 64, 256 and 1024 elements are considered for the 
convergence study. The isogeometric solution and the absolute error for the Lagrange 
multiplier method on a model with 256 elements are plotted in Fig. 1. The L2 and H1 error 
norms are plotted in Fig. 2. As expected, cubic and quadratic convergence rates for the L2 and 
H1error norms are obtained for the Lagrange multiplier method (see Fig. 2), whereas only a 
quadratic convergence is obtained with the direct imposition of essential boundary 
conditions.It can be clearly observed that the Lagrange multiplier method presents superior 
accuracy and higher rate of convergence in comparison with the direct method. 
 

5    Conclusion 

In this paper, an efficient technique based on the Lagrange multiplier method is suggested for 
imposition of essential boundary conditions in NURBS-based isogeometric analysis. In this 
approach, the Lagrange multipliers are defined on a set of physical boundary points. In 
general, these interpolation points are Griville abscissas on the essential boundary. Among the 
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various possible choices of the interpolation space for the Lagrange multipliers, the Lagrange 
shape functions have been adopted. The results of several 2D simulations have illustrated that 
excellent solution accuracy and rate of convergence are obtained by this approach. It also 
offers a far higher rate of convergence in comparison with the direct imposition of essential 
boundary condition. 
 

 
Fig. 1. Isogeometric solution with 256 elements (Left) and absolute error (Right) based on the 
Lagrange multiplier method. 
 

 
Fig. 2.Comparison of L2(Left) and H1error norm (Right). 
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